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On Monday February 27th, 2012, WikiLeaks began publishing The Global Intelligence Files, over five
million e-mails from the Texas headquartered "global intelligence" company Stratfor. The e-mails date
between July 2004 and late December 2011. They reveal the inner workings of a company that fronts as
an intelligence publisher, but provides confidential intelligence services to large corporations, such as
Bhopal's Dow Chemical Co., Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and government agencies,
including the US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines and the US Defence Intelligence
Agency. The emails show Stratfor's web of informers, pay-off structure, payment laundering techniques
and psychological methods.
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Fw: [CT] Assange-Manning Link Not Key to WikiLeaks Case
  

 
Not for Pub --

  
We have a sealed indictment on Assange.

  
Pls protect

  
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

  
----------------------------------------------------------------------

  
From: Sean Noonan <sean.noonan@stratfor.com>

 Sender: ct-bounces@stratfor.com
 Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2011 08:16:53 -0600

 To: CT AOR<ct@stratfor.com>
 ReplyTo: CT AOR <ct@stratfor.com>

 Subject: [CT] Assange-Manning Link Not Key to WikiLeaks Case
 January 25, 2011 3:37 PM

 Assange-Manning Link Not Key to WikiLeaks Case
  

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503543_162-20029521-503543.html
  

A report that investigators have so far failed to establish a direct link
 between the founder of the document-dumping website WikiLeaks and the Army

 private accused of providing the site with hundreds of thousands of secret
 State Department cables won't derail the military's case as much as it

 might seem.
  

The case against Army Pfc. Bradley Manning didn't hinge on investigators
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- user contributed
research based on
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Tor is an encrypted
anonymising network that
makes it harder to
intercept internet
communications, or see
where communications
are coming from or going
to.

(https://www.torproject.org/)

Tails is a live operating
system, that you can start
on almost any computer
from a DVD, USB stick,
or SD card. It aims at
preserving your privacy
and anonymity.

(https://tails.boum.org/)

The Courage Foundation
is an international
organisation that
supports those who risk
life or liberty to make
significant contributions
to the historical record.

(https://www.couragefound.org/)

Bitcoin uses peer-to-peer
technology to operate
with no central authority
or banks; managing
transactions and the
issuing of bitcoins is
carried out collectively by
the network.

(https://www.bitcoin.org/)

uncovering a direct link to WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange anyway, CBS
 News National Security Correspondent David Martin reports.

  
Special Section: WikiLeaks

  
On Monday, NBC News reported that military officials said Manning couldn't

 be directly linked to Assange in allegedly handing off the cables and
 other secret documents that led to last summer's publication of the
 Afghanistan and Iraq war logs.

  
But no one ever thought there was direct contact between Assange and

 Manning, Martin reports. Assange meeting or e-mailing Manning would be
 like the director of the Central Intelligence Agency meeting or e-mailing

 a CIA agent. The theory of the case is that Assange orchestrated the leak
 through cut outs deliberately designed to immunize himself from charges of

 espionage.
  

In his own e-mails, Manning refers to himself as a source for Assange even
 though he did not give the documents to Assange but allegedly to a third

 person while home on Christmas leave, Martin reports.
  

Attorney General Eric Holder has said the Justice Department was
 considering filing espionage charges in the case.

  
Meanwhile, Manning continues to be held in a military brig while the Army

 considers prosecuting him. He has been charged with illegally obtaining
 more than 150,000 secret cables and giving more than 50 of them and a
 classified video to an unauthorized person.

  
Manning's lawyer told The Associated Press Friday that a mental-health

 investigation to determine if Manning can stand trial will likely begin in
 February.
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